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Do Mandarin-French bilinguals hear Chinese when reading French? 
ERP evidence of proficiency level 

Motivations
Monolingual
Visual word processing => the phonological code is activated [1].
Bi-Multilingual (fewer studies):
Lexical decision: Error rate high & RT long for words with the same
pronunciation in L1 and L2 [2,3] => activation of linguistic information
in parallel languages [4]

Objective
► To study inter-lingual lexical interferences in adult Mandarin
Chinese bilinguals with different levels of proficiency in French (L2).

Why Mandarin-French bilinguals
Most European languages: alphabetical overlap [3,5] 
e.g. same spelling => similar pronunciation ("roof" in English and 
Dutch /u:, o:/)
e.g. same pronunciation => similar spelling (leaf vs. lief)
=> difficult to study the contribution of spelling or pronunciation in a 
study of interlinguistic interactions 
Chinese: logographic writing => spelling - separate pronunciation

Wu et Thierry (2010) 
► Reading the words in the L2 would activate the phonological
representations of the L1 but not the orthographic representations

Contributions
► New language pair
► Interaction of the 4 factors
- Linguistics factors : Language proficiency & everyday use of L2
- Cognitive factors: Selective attention & inhibiting ability

Hypothesis & Predictions
Hypothesis tested: When reading or listening to L2 words,
phonological representations of the L1 are automatically activated
(see bilingual co-activation model) [6]. This is not the case for spelling
representations [7].
Predictions: The strength of phonological interference in the L1 over
the L2 should correlate negatively with proficiency level of learners in
the L2. The more proficient they are in the L2, the lower the
interference (L1 inhibition and/or L1 activation level).

Introduction

Conclusion
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Behavioral data
● Reaction time (RT) & correctness (semantically related or not)
● Correctness: Generalized linear mixed effects regression with condition, group, 

modality as fixed effects; participant ID as random effects ; by-participant slopes for 
the effect of condition and modality

● RT: Linear mixed effects regression with condition, group, modality as fixed effects; 
participant ID as random effects ; by-participant slopes for the effect of condition and 
modality

EEG Processing
● 64-channel BioSemi EEG - mastoid re-referenced and filtered 0.5-40 Hz
● Removed trials with incorrect response/ first translation
● 900-ms epochs (-100 to 800 ms post stimulus onset)
● Removed ICA components containing ocular artifacts
● Cluster-based permutation test (0-600ms, 2500 permutations)

Analyses

Visual Auditory

Conditions

Modalities
Stimuli

Participants
Experimental Group (BI: 11/30 participants):
- Late Sinophone Learners of French, 18-30 years old, right-handed, from
Beijing/Tianjing
Control Group:

FR : Native French, 18-30 years old, right-handed (26/30 participants)
CH: Native French, 18-30 years old, right-handed

Method

● ERP data suggests activation of L1 phonological and orthographic 
representations for L2 speakers

● These preliminary data point to differential activation of phonological and 
orthographic representations depending on presentation modality

● Current data provide insufficient statistical power to make claims about the 
relationship between proficiency and any of our experimental measures 

● Bilinguals have significantly longer RT for orthographically (spO) and phonologically 
(sPo) related pairs in Mandarin translation than for the baseline condition (spo).

● Bilinguals made more errors in the phonologically (sPo) and orthographically (spO) 
related conditions than in the baseline condition (spo).

● Significant ERP differences from baseline (spo) in semantically related condition (Spo) 
for both populations (predicted)

● No significant ERP differences from baseline between other conditions (sPo, spO) in 
native French speakers (predicted)

● No significant ERP differences from baseline between other conditions (sPo, spO) in 
L2 speakers (not predicted, but unsurprising given predicted effect size and current 
small sample, cf. COVID-19)

Results

ERPs in baseline (spo, solid blue) and phonologically
related conditions (sPo, dashed red) in the auditory
modality for three midline electrodes in L2 speakers (left)
and native French speakers (right). L2 speakers show a
peak around 400ms, while French natives do not.

ERPs in baseline (spo, solid blue) and orthographically 
related conditions (spO, dashed green) in the visual 
modality for three midline electrodes in L2 speakers (left) 
and native French speakers (right).

Reaction time (RT) is significantly shorter for the
semantically related condition (Spo) comparing to the
other three semantically unrelated conditions, for both
bilinguals (left) and native French (right) in both the
auditory (top) and visual (bottom) modalities.

Error rate is lower for native French than for bilinguals in
all 3 conditions. It does not significantly differ between
modalities.
In the visual modality, error rate is higher for
orthographically (spO) and phonologically (sPo) related
pairs in Mandarin translation than for the baseline
condition (spo).


